
 

 On behalf of Krunch Music Gear, Mike Lucero and Jerry Dyer, would like to thank you for your purchase. We hope you find this 

amp to be of not only quality but great tone as well. When it came time to add amplification to the Krunch gear, we talked with 

many different builders. The one thing that stuck out the most about Jerry was his commitment and his ability to not just create 

sound or volume but great tone.  

 We feel a quality high gain amp should not need pedals to drive it. We also believe before adding any effects you need to have a 

solid foundation. The Gain should not just create distortion but a sort of grind where every note can still be heard. Fast playing 

should also be tracked with the player, rhythm tone should be tight, focused and fat and unlike many other high gain amps the 

clean channel stands far a part from many other dual channels amps. This is purely a clean channel. There is NO gain knob to have 

to adjust. Switch channels and hear the quality of pure tubes and tone, not just a version of a less distorted dirt channel.  

 Please take a moment to read the specifications and understand you amplifier. We truly hope this amp doesn’t just sound great to 

you but inspires you to play even more. 
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A) Guitar Input 

B) Switch for Dirt 

and Boost 

C) Dirt Volume 

D) Boost Volume 

E) Gain Control for 

Dirt and Boost 

F) Treble  

G) Mid 

H) Bass 

 I)    Switch for Clean and Dirt Channel 

J)    Volume clean  

K)    Treble clean 

L)    Mid clean 

M)   Bass clean 

N) Presence Both Channels 

O) Stand By 

P) On/Off 

Q) On light indicator 

The Krunch Pro2 and the Krunch Pro 2+ both come with (4) EL34s (6) 12AX7s and put out a massive 100 watts of pure face 

melting power. Like myself Jerry is not just a player but a fan of music. We have seen and played through the evolvement of 

amplifiers. From hot rodded mods to just down right over priced and over hyped products that just don’t deliver. 

 


